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Cross-stitching requires special fabric, but its not the case with satin stitch!

Any non-stretchable fabric can be used
for satin stitching! For example rich palette
of artificial satin provides great choice of
colours for stitching!
Synthetic satin looks great with jeans style
of clothes. Stitching with opaque cotton
threads you will create very interesting effect
as if your stitching is flying over blinking
fabric.

Modern textile industry
manufacturers a lot of natural
and synthetic fabrics. Any fabric
can be used as the basis for satin
stitch so long as it does not have
bright colores
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Na
tur
al cotton,
Natur
tural
viscose, flax
Natural non-painted fabrics are very much like
painter’s canvas.You can stitch on it using any
colours and it will look great! Naturally looking
colours are always in fashion!

A serviette made of unpainted
natural flax can also be made
look great with satin stitch.

This small piece of funnily painted natural flax benefits from satin stitched flowers, it
begs to be attached to some knitwear!

Serviettes made of unpainted natural flax
allow for your fantasy to run wild. You will
need to choose threads that stand out nicely
on coloured background.
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Jeans ffa
abrics? Yes :)
Almost any kind of jeanswear is
perfect for satin stitch! There is
only one major condition — the
fabric should not fade! You can
satin stitch one of the most
simplistic designs and it will still
look great!

Light jeans look great with threads with light
coloured shades, dark jeans look great with bright
coloured threads.

You can add any
decorative elements to
enhance your work such
as beads and cockleshells. Natural river
pearls on jeans look
exclusive!
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Jeans and other
wear

This jeans top was stitched in asian style.
You can buy a detailed step by step guide of
this design on our site: www.ann-mary.com

Jeanswear provides great opportunities
for satin stitch. You can stich on ready made
clothes like its shown on pictures. The
picture below shows top from light jeans
and stitching consisting of 3 parts. Teasing
top’s cut was decorated with natural river
pearls.

You can also stitch on a small piece of light
jeans and then attach it to your favourite knitwear.
Metallic threads can enhance any jeans Your work will help look your favourite clothes
fabric. Gold or silver from the stitching will refreshed and modern.
create exclusive reflections on any clothes
Most models that you can purchase on our
in dim light in the evening.
website at www.ann-mary.com can be used for
these purposes.
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Ann-Mary is the name of group created by Anna Chudnovsky and
Maria Terekhina to help people in developing their capabilities, to
support them to grow their personalities and live healthy, happy and free
life.

Also we are two
artists creating
individual clothing in
different styles (batik,
freeform, acryl).

We are supporting and
realizing ideas of
freedom, creativity and
individual selfexpression. Every human
being is unique, and
we’re helping people to
disclose their very special
personality and find new
ways to effect their social
life and spirituality.

Most models that you can purchase
on our website at www.ann-mary.com

